A method for DNA sequencing by hybridization with oligonucleotide matrix.
A new technique of DNA sequencing by hybridization with oligonucleotide matrix (SHOM) which could also be applied for DNA mapping and fingerprinting, mutant diagnostics, etc., has been tested in model experiments. A dot matrix was prepared which contained 9 overlapping octanucleotides (8-mers) complementary to a common 17-mer. Each of the 8-mers was immobilized as individual dot in thin layer of polyacrylamide gel fixed on a glass plate. The matrix was hybridized with the 32P-labeled 17-mer and three other 17-mers differing from the first one by a single base change. The hybridization enabled us to distinguish perfect duplexes from those containing mismatches in 32 out of 35 cases. These results are discussed with respect to the applicability of the approach for sequencing. It was shown that hybridization of DNA with an immobilized 8-mer in the presence of a labeled 5-mer led to the formation of a stable duplex with the 5-mer only if the 5- and the 8-mers were in continuous stacking making a perfect nicked duplex 13 (5+8) base pairs long. These experiments and computer simulations suggest that continuous stacking hybridization may increase the efficiency of sequencing so that random or natural coding DNA fragments about 1000 bases long could be sequenced in more than 97% of cases. Miniaturized matrices or sequencing chips were designed, where oligonucleotides were immobilized within 100 x 100 micron dots disposed at 100 micron intervals. Hybridization of fluorescently labeled DNA fragments with microchips may simplify sequencing and ensure sensitivity of at least 10 attomoles per dot. The perspectives and limitations of SHOM are discussed.